Choose a 2 – 3 minute piece of music (it could be a complete song, or a portion of a longer piece). When making your selection, consider the piece in terms of the conflict, contrast & imagery in the music, rather than the lyrics. It may be easier to choose an instrumental piece for this reason.

Using the grid of our “studio theater” and enclosed inventory, design a light plot for your song. You may choose as many or as few instruments as you wish & whichever color gels you choose. Remember we have only 8 dimmers. In addition you should make an environment/scenic landscape to light as you see fit – with fabric & objects from within Rinaldi stock, or with items from home.

Your presentation will be to not only hang, circuit & gel your mini plot, but also execute the cues you have written beforehand. You should have at least 3 separate cues to your musical selection. Please be organized in your preparation as we want to assure everyone has time to present their work. In fact, if someone can come early to class on Nov. 22 – so they can start to present at 1:05 or so – that would be great!